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Latvian National Accreditation Bureau

signatory of the Multilateral Agreement of the European Cooperation for Accreditation.(EA MLA)
In the field of accreditatioi of testing and calibration laboratories. certification bodies for
products, persons and management systems, inspection bodies and verification bodles

Standardization, Accreditation and Metrology Centre, Ltd
Latvian National Accreditation Bureau confirms that
state Ltd. "Latvian Environment, Geology and Meteorology centre" Laboratory
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Accreditation Certificate is valid until 2018, December 4'
2 on 21 pages and Annex 3 on
The scope of accreditation is defined in the Annex 1 on 21 pages, Annex
I pages and is an Integral parts of this accreditation certificate.
LATAK registration No LATAK-T-105-34-97
Riga, 2016. December 22
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